
a potential indicator to consider as crypto prices continue to climb in January 
2024 and as the VisionTrack Fundamental Index achieves final fixings.


Quant Directional Strategies included in the VisionTrack Quant Index had their 
best performing quarter since Q1 2021 as well gaining +43.75% to end the year, 
smashing through previous quarters. Several firms saw an increase in fund 
subscriptions through the final months of the year, suggesting liquid quant 
strategies may be gearing up for more fundraising in 2024.


Positive outperformance in Q4, especially November and December, was largely 
driven by alternative cryptocurrencies and excitement for the US BTC spot 
approval. To end the quarter and considering crypto assets with roughly $1b 
mcap, Solana jumped +401.9%, Sei jumped +377.1%, Injective gained 373.3%, 
Avalanche gained +321.1%, Near added +227.1% and Celestia debuted their liquid 
token gaining +301% in just two months. Quant directional and market neutral 
approaches were well positioned for price increases across top crypto assets as 
well as alternative cryptos. As sentiment continued to improve and top-level 
narratives drove Bitcoin to yearly highs, new narratives and excitement across 
the market drove prices even higher, showcasing successful trading 
opportunities for many managers.


VisionTrack as a dataset, product, and community of fund managers has grown 
considerably in the last two years. And in December, the dataset earned its first 
major citation from Bloomberg, which used data and commentary provided by 
VisionTrack on crypto hedge fund performance. Performance tracking and fund 
information are our primary focus, and our mission of providing transparent, 
accurate, credible, and timely information to crypto fund participants remains 
core to the product. Our first major citation would not be possible if not for the 
hundreds of fund managers, their teams, and the quality institutional service 
providers that held strong, though the criticism and scrutiny of crypto assets 
through 2022 and 2023 as passive/beta offerings took center stage. 

December brought jubilation to the markets as crypto assets rallied to finish 
2023. Bitcoin gained +12.18% finalizing performance on the year up +155.24%. 
Including early reported estimates, the VisionTrack Crypto Hedge Fund 
Composite Index added +14.35% bringing the YTD performance to +64.02% 
including early reported estimates. The VisionTrack Fundamental Index jumped 
+16.08% returning +101.96% YTD. The Quant Directional Index soared +20.03% in 
December returning +56.41% YTD. Finally, the VisionTrack Market Neutral Index 
added +3.54% returning +18.48% YTD, finishing the year with twelve consecutive 
months of positive performance.


For the VisionTrack Composite Index, only January of 2023 recorded a higher 
monthly performance gain in the year. Both Quant and Market Neutral strategies 
recorded their best month-over-month gain in 2023 propelling the composite 
index to levels not seen since April 2022. Quant directional funds had their 
highest monthly performance since February 2021 (+27.67%). Considering the 
historical tracking of quant directional strategies, December 2023 ranks as the 
sixth-highest monthly figure since VisionTrack’s rebased date of January 2018.


Similarly, Market-neutral strategies recorded their highest monthly performance 
gain since April 2021 (+6.12%) and the ninth-highest monthly performance since 
the rebased date. Also in December, the market neutral index surpassed 300 for 
the first time ever, a notable achievement for the cohort of fund managers.


Considering Q4 2023 performance, the VisionTrack Fundamental Index recorded 
its best-performing quarter of +57.85% since Q1 2021 (+186.15%) just shy of Bitcoin 
in Q4 (+58.12%) including early reporting estimates. An interesting point to note, 
the fundamental index saw three consecutive monthly double-digit gains, a first 
since Q1 2021 and an occurrence that has only happened twice since January 
2018. Though quarterly performance almost surpassed Bitcoin, there has only 
been one time where crypto fundamental strategies had two consecutive 
quarters of positive outperformance to the upside, Q3 2021 and Q4 2021,
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The crypto hedge fund market was decimated in 2022 and most of 2023. Many 
managers did not come close to raising capital to meet their capacities. For 
context, to start 2022, liquid crypto funds held ~$35b in value. Today, that figure is 
~$14-15b. The justification for many crypto fund-of-fund strategies suffered in the 
past two years as fees, terms, and taxes ate into returns compared to single-
asset products. Allocator platforms dismantled putting high-net worths, crypto-
natives, and mining firms as the main support system for larger institutional 
hedge fund offerings. Fortunately for active managers, a few multi-manager 
platforms and crypto fund-of-funds teams remain, notably Coinbase, 3iQ, and ML 
Tech, as we turn the page and start a new chapter for institutional crypto in 2024.
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Disclosures
The VisionTrack Data Dashboard and the VisionTrack Database are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for the basis of any investment 
decisions. The content provided herein should not be considered investment advice, and is not a recommendation of, or an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy, any 
particular security, strategy, or investment product by Galaxy Digital or its affiliates to buy or sell any securities. Except where otherwise indicated, the information is based on 
matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes 
available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof.


The VisionTrack Crypto Hedge Fund Indices are a family of crypto hedge fund indices owned and administered by VisionTrack and Galaxy Vision Hill Group, LLC. The VisionTrack 
Crypto Hedge Fund Indices are designed to represent the overall performance of actively managed crypto and digital asset-focused hedge funds. Performance of an index is not 
illustrative of any particular investment. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not indicative of future results. Performance information for the 
indices is provided for informational purposes only. The content provided herein should not be considered investment advice, and is not a recommendation of, or an offer to sell or 
solicitation of an offer to buy, any particular security, strategy, or investment product.


Certain statements reflect Galaxy’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which may be based on proprietary models and assumptions, including, in particular, Galaxy’s views 
on the current and future market for digital assets), and there is no guarantee that these views, estimates, opinions or predictions are currently accurate or that they will be 
ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct or circumstances change, the actual performance of Galaxy and its subsidiaries may vary 
substantially from, and be less than, the estimated performance. None of Galaxy nor any of its respective affiliates, shareholders, partners, members, directors, officers, 
management, employees or representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information transmitted or 
made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of the information.


This document provides links to other websites that we think might be of interest to you. Please note that when you click on one of these links, you may be moving to a provider's 
website that is not associated with Galaxy. These linked sites and their providers are not controlled by us, and we are not responsible for the contents or the proper operation of any 
linked site. The inclusion of any link does not imply our endorsement or our adoption of the statements therein. We encourage you to read the terms of use and privacy statements 
of these linked sites as their policies may differ from ours. This document, and the information contained herein, has been provided to you by Galaxy Digital Holdings LP and its 
affiliates (“Galaxy”) solely for informational purposes. This document may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part, in any format, without the express written approval 
of Galaxy. Neither the information, nor any opinion contained in this document, constitutes an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any advisory services, 
securities, futures, options or other financial instruments or to participate in any advisory services or trading strategy. Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, 
legal or tax advice. You should make your own investigations and evaluations of the information herein. Any decisions based on information contained in this document are the sole 
responsibility of the reader. Certain statements in this document reflect Galaxy’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which may be based on proprietary models and 
assumptions, including, in particular, Galaxy’s views on the current and future market for certain digital assets), and there is no guarantee that these views, estimates, opinions or 
predictions are currently accurate or that they will be ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct or circumstances change, the actual 
performance may vary substantially from, and be less than, the estimates included herein. None of Galaxy nor any of its affiliates, shareholders, partners, members, directors, 
officers, management, employees or representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information or 
any other information (whether communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly disclaims any and all 
liability relating to or resulting from the use of this information. Certain information contained herein (including financial information) has been obtained from published and non-
published sources. Such information has not been independently verified by Galaxy and Galaxy does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such information. Affiliates of 
Galaxy's own investments in some of the digital assets and protocols discussed in this document. Except where otherwise indicated, the information in this document is based on 
matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date, and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes 
available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof. The foregoing does not constitute a "research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2241 or a "debt 
research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2242 and was not prepared by GalaxyDigital Partners LLC. For all inquiries, please email contact@galaxy.com. ©Copyright Galaxy Digital 
Holdings LP 2024. All rights reserved.

Connect with Us
All individual hedge fund level monthly performance and constituent funds of the VisionTrack Crypto Hedge Fund Indices are GP-contributed, 
opt-in contributors to our VisionTrack Database. If you are interested in API access to our historical and monthly Index fixings or underlying 
constituent set, please reach out to us at visiontrack@galaxy.com.


Full criteria for inclusion in the VisionTrack Indices is available by viewing our Index Methodology. If you are a crypto or digital asset fund 
manager and would like to contribute your performance results to VisionTrack to be included in our VisionTrack Indices, please reach out to us at 
visiontrack@galaxy.com.
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